
 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

WARNING! 
 

 

Important Information regarding the care, 

use and warranty of this vinyl product is 

included in this set of instructions 

 

It is imperative that the homeowner gets 

this document after installation 
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www.almarvinyl.ca • sales@almarvinyl.ca 
Exeter, Ontario (888) 644-2844 

 
 

Railing Instructions using Summit & Sentinel Bracket Kits 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Sentinel Series Railing Instructions for Horizontal Rails Using  
SENTINEL BRACKETS 

Step 1 
Install posts on the deck frame or deck surface using an Adjusta-mount bracket, sleeve over wood 4x4, or 
with threaded rod kit and concrete. See the individual instruction sheets for each of these methods. Posts 
should be SET WITH 4ft, 6ft, 8ft, or 10ft BETWEEN if possible for proper picket spacing at posts. Other 
dimensions will work but require careful layout of the picket holes relative to the end of the rails when 
trimming them. 

Step2 
Hold the bottom rail up against the two posts that the railing will be installed between. Slide the rail back 
and forth while measuring the distance that the picket holes are from the posts. Ideally you should have at 
least 1.5” of rail past the picket hole (to allow room for the railing bracket) but not more than 3.25”. When 
you have found the best position for the rail, mark the rail at the point that it meets the posts and cut it at 
these points. 
 
The top rail can be cut so that it is an exact duplicate of the bottom rail, assuming that the posts are 
vertical. 
 
Cut galvanized or aluminum rail stiffeners for top rail the same length as the top rail. Slide the stiffeners 
into the rails with the open side facing the picket holes.  

Step 3: 
On all railings that are 6ft or longer, a foot support is supplied to support the bottom rail. Screw the foot 
support to the bottom of the bottom rail at the midpoint of the rail with 2 screws. Slide one railing bracket 
on to each end of the rail with the flange facing the post. Insert the 3” long piece of 1.5” square material 
into the foot mount and set the bottom rail into position between the posts. Use temporary spacers at each 
end of the rail to ensure that it is sitting level with the deck surface. Screw the brackets to the posts 
making sure that the brackets are centered on the face of the posts. NOTE: DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. 
20FT/LBS MAX. DEWALT TORQUE SETTING #3. Do not put the screw covers on the screws until the 
job is done, in case any adjustments have to be made. 
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Step 4 
Insert pickets into bottom rail. If using colonial style pickets make sure they are all put in right side up. 
 

 

Step 5 
Slide a top railing bracket onto each end of the previously cut top rail. Starting at one end of the section, 
insert the first picket into the corresponding hole in the top rail, keeping the other end of the top rail slightly 
raised. Insert each picket into the top rail while lowering it slightly as each picket is inserted. When all 
pickets are fully inserted the top rail is ready to be attached to the posts the same as the bottom rail was. 

Step 6 

 
NOTE:  On Sentinel Railing System without stiffener in top rail it is important to make sure that the top rail 
is lowered as far as possible over the pickets.  This will ensure that the top rail will not sag over time.  
 
Install supplied stainless steel snap cap screw in the far rear of the slot in the side of the bracket. Make 
sure it engages into the aluminum or galvanized stiffener. 
 
NOTE:  The slot on the bracket allows for cold weather contraction due to temperature fluctuations. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Step 7  
Attach post caps and post trims to post 
 
 
 
 

Install the 

supplied snap 

cap to cover the 

screw head 

Repeat on other side 

Install the side 

screws close to 

the post, as 

shown. Do not 

overtighten 

Repeat on other side 
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Railing Installation Using Angle Wizards for Stairs & Horizontal Angles 
 
Step 1  
After post has been installed determine height of bottom rail 
to stair tread.   
 
(Install tip: 1 x 6 or 2 x 4 lumber may be used as a spacer). 
 
 
 
 
Step 2 
Assemble rail section. Set rail section on top of 
spacer and against post.   
 
Using a level, hold railing section at proper pitch, 
shift section up or down creating equal baluster 
space at each post.  After rail is in proper position, 
hold in place with clamps. 
 
 
 
Step 3 
Align angle Wizard bracket in position establishing bracket height 
and the angle rotation of bracket. Mark rail with pencil mark, you 
will need to add 7/8” to length of rail from pencil mark. This 2nd 
mark will be the cut line for the rail ends. Repeat this step for each 
end.  
 
Step 4 
After all ends of the rails have 1st mark established remove 
clamps from rail assembly. Now pencil mark the additional 7/8” to 
rail ends as described at step 3 (the 2nd mark) and cut rail ends to 
length.  
 
Step 5  
After cutting rail ends place Angle Wizards over the ends of each rail. 
Set rail section back on the spacer and this time between the post re-establishing pitch of bracket angle 
and clamp into position. 
 
Note:  It may be necessary on some railing sections due to post spacing to notch into the stair wizard 
bracket to allow the pickets closest to the post to fit into the routed rail hole.  If this situation occurs it is 
usually on the top rail bracket at the lower end of the stair section, and the lower rail bracket at the higher 
end of the stair rail. 
 
If the railing brackets need to be notched, follow the same installation procedure except leave the end 
most pickets out of rails until after Step 9.  Brackets can be notched at this time using a jigsaw or dremel 
tool.  
The need to have to notch brackets as described above can sometimes be avoided by relocating the 
lower post an inch or so either way.  
 

*Please Note* 

The Stair Box should 

have an orange label 

noting “Stair” 
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Step 6   
Pencil mark for the (4) screw holes at each bracket. 

 
Step 7 
Pencil mark the position that the bracket is at along with the base.  
 
 
 
 
Step 8 
Remove clamp from rail assembly and remove rail assembly from between post.  
Then pre-drill marked holes (from Step 6) in post with 1/8” diameter drill bit.  
 
Step 9 
Remove bracket from ends of rail assembly.  Aligning bracket and base with the 
pencil mark from Step 7 fasten with (1) #10 Pan Head screw supplied as shown 
below. Repeat this for each bracket.  
 
Step 10 
Place brackets back on rail ends, then place rail, assembly on spacer.   
Fasten brackets to post using screws provided aligning brackets to pre-
drilled holes (from Step 6) 
 
 
 
Step 11 
Once (4) brackets are fastened to post, then pre-drill thru bracket, rail and aluminum rail insert (if 
used) with a 1/8” drill bit (2 places each bracket) then fasten with supplied flat head screws as shown. 
Repeat this step for each bracket.  
 
Step 12 
Add (2) screw covers and (2) screw caps for each bracket.  
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Sentinel Series Railing Instructions for Horizontal Rails and Stair Rails 
Using SUMMIT SERIES BRACKETS  

Step 1 

Install posts on the deck frame or deck surface using an Adjusta-mount bracket, sleeve over wood 4x4, or 
with threaded rod kit and concrete. See the individual instruction sheets for each of these methods. Posts 
should be SET WITH 4ft, 6ft, 8ft, or 10ft BETWEEN if possible for proper picket spacing at posts. Other 
dimensions will work but require careful layout of the picket holes relative to the end of the rails when 
trimming them. 

Step 2 

Hold the bottom rail up against the two posts that the railing will be installed between. Slide the rail back 
and forth while measuring the distance that the picket holes are from the posts.  Ideally you should have 
at least 1.5” of rail past the picket hole ( to allow room for the railing bracket) but not more than 3.25”. 
When you have found the best position for the rail, mark the rail at the point that it meets the posts and cut 
it at these points. 
 
The top rail can be cut so that it is an exact duplicate of the bottom rail, assuming that the posts are 
vertical. 
 
Cut aluminum rail stiffener for top rail if supplied, or required by building code. Slide the stiffener into the 
rail according to sketch below. The fasteners in Step 6 do not need to be drilled through the stiffeners, so 
make sure the stiffeners are centered in the rails when installed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                    

Step 3 

On all railings that are 6ft or longer a foot support is supplied to support the bottom rail. Screw the foot 
support to the bottom of the bottom rail at the midpoint of the rail with 2 screws. Slide one railing bracket 
on to each end of the rail with the flange facing the post. Insert the 3”long piece of 1.5”square material into 
the foot mount and set the bottom rail into position between the posts. Use temporary spacers at each 
end of the rail to ensure that it is sitting level with the deck surface.  
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Attach bottom rail brackets first using one of the two holes provided in each of the four corner locations. 
Depending on the configuration of your vinyl post sleeve’s support (wood 4’ x 4’ or post mount) choose 
the set of holes that provides the most secure attachment to that support. Secure to post using the (4) 1/5” 
screws provided. Be certain to use one screw in each corner of the bracket.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4 

Insert pickets into bottom rail. If using colonial style pickets make sure they are all put in right side up. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 5 

Slide a top railing bracket onto each end of the previously cut top rail. Starting at one end of the section, 
insert the first picket into the corresponding hole in the top rail, keeping the other end of the top rail slightly 
raised. Insert each picket into the top rail while lowering it slightly as each picket is inserted. When all 
pickets are fully inserted the top rail is ready to be attached to the posts the same as the bottom rail was. 

Step 6 

Secure railing to bracket using the (2) ¾’ self-tapping screws provided. Locate 
line depression on each side of bracket and use one screw on each side of 
rail.  
 
 
 
 
Step 7 
Attach the top rail in the same fashion as the bottom rail. Be certain your railing 
height at the top of the bottom rail meets your local code requirement before 
screwing into the post. For 2x3.5” use (4) screws, for T-rail you must use (6) 
screws. 
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Step 8 
Attach covers for 2 x 3.5” by gently opening the cover enough to slip over rail. Slide tabs on top of cover 
into the slots on the bracket. Bring the open bracket edges together under the railing and attach to the 
bracket by applying pressure to the cover. T-Rail covers are in two pieces and can be installed in any 
order. Slide the tabs into the slots and snap in the opposite edge by applying pressure.   
 
NOTE: Trim cover may easily be removed with a small screw driver by applying pressure in the location 
where the cover snapped together.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 9 
Attach post caps and post trims to post. 
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SUMMIT® POST MOUNT GUIDELINES 
AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Lay out all of your post locations.  Be certain the locations of your posts have enough reinforcement below the surface you are attach-
ing them to.  Concrete must be a min of 4” thick; 4-3/4”+ is recommended for applications using certain fasteners.

STEP 1:

Mark the holes to be drilled in the 
four corners of the mounting plate. 
For the best results, use the 
mounting plate as your template.

STEP 2:

Summit® Post Mounts are a product of Waymark Products LLC. - www.waymarkproducts.com - Summit is an registered trademark of Waymark Products, LLC. 2014-149

FOR MOUNTING ON CONCRETE
FLIP FOR INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO INSTALL ON DECKING

Drill the holes level and install the 
fasteners for your specific application.  
Be certain to choose a 3/8” fastener and 
follow the manufacturer’s instructions.

STEP 3:
Attach post mount mounting plate with the 
concrete fasteners.  Tighten fasteners to base 
securely but do not over tighten.

STEP 4:

When securing brackets to post, first install 
screws in the bracket on the side closest to 
the center of the Summit wrap (not to the 
void side of the wrap).

HELPFUL HINT 1:
If installing Low Voltage 
lighting, drill holes in the 
posts prior to attaching rails 
to railing brackets.

HELPFUL HINT 2:
If using railing brackets other than Summit, layout 
railing section with brackets and measure to be 
certain holes in your brackets will make contact 
with Summit wrap, adjust height if necessary.

HELPFUL HINT 3:

Attach the socket’s internal piece (hub) to the pipe at the proper height.  For 42” 
railing height secure hub 3/4” below the top of the pipe. For 36” railing height 
secure top of hub 6 3/4” below top of pipe or 31 1/4” off the surface (deck).  Use 
a #17 or 11/64 drill bit to drill a pilot hole, then use included screw to fasten. see 
figure 1.

STEP 5:

Plumb post by placing edge of level against flat vertical surface of the mounting 
plate (see figure 1), opposite end of level against outer piece of Post Socket while 
holding above hub. Lower and lock the teeth together after plumbing adjacent 
post sides. 

STEP 6:

Place screws in opposite sides of socket, one higher and one lower (see figure 2).
STEP 7:

Attach Summit wrap to post socket (see figure 3). Be certain the sides of the 
wrap are in line with surface of the post that the brackets will attach to.

STEP 8:

Slide 4” post over Summit wrap while holding it to the socket. If your 
installation requires bracket reinforcement on the bottom rail as well, install 2nd 
Summit wrap (sold separately) over post base prior to lowering the 4” post to the 
surface.

STEP 9:

figure 1. 

figure 2. 

figure 3. 

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS
 BEFORE YOU START!
 Please consult your local codes 
for specific requirements on 
guard railing applications.
 For OBC2012 Code Compliance
see notes on fasteners and maximum
span on Waymark Post Mount
review.

 (1) Die Cast 
Mounting Plate

w/ compression bushing

(1) 1 7/8” x 38” 
Galvanized Pipe 

(Schedule 40 or equivalent)

(1) 4” 2-Piece 
Adjustable Socket 

Patent # 7398961B2

(1) Summit™ Wrap
Doubles wall thickness for 

increased screw engagement

(4) Screws
3/4” Pan Head Square Drive

42” Rail

36” Rail
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SUMMIT® POST MOUNT GUIDELINES 
AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS
BEFORE YOU START! 
Please consult your local codes 
for specific requirements on 
guard railing applications. 
 For OBC2012 Code Compliance
see details on Drawing Summit
Post Attached Details 

 

 

Lay out all of your post locations.  Be certain the locations of your posts have enough reinforcement below the surface you are 
attaching them to.  Decking must have a min. of 3” of blocking below the actual deck surface (wood, vinyl, composite, etc). Do not 
layout a post directly above a joist. see figure 4.

STEP 1:

Mark the holes to be drilled in 
the four corners of the mounting 
plate. For the best results, use the 
mounting plate as your template.

STEP 2:

STEP 5:

Summit® Post Mounts are a product of Waymark Products LLC. - www.waymarkproducts.com - Summit is an registered trademark of Waymark Products, LLC. 2014-149

(1) Die Cast 
Mounting Plate

w/ compression bushing

(1) 1 7/8” x 38” 
Galvanized Pipe 

(Schedule 40 or equivalent)

(1) 4” 2-Piece 
Adjustable Socket 

Patent # 7398961B2

(1) Summit™ Wrap
Doubles wall thickness for 

increased screw engagement

FOR MOUNTING ON DECKING
FLIP FOR INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO INSTALL ON CONCRETE

Drill the holes level and install the fasteners for your 
specific application.  Use Waymark’s Universal 
Hardware Kit (sold separately) PMHARDKIT. Use a 
7/16” diameter drill bit and drill these holes through 
the deck surface and blocking. see figure 4.

STEP 3:
Install Post Mount base to the surface.  
Line up the compression plate with the 
included 3/8” bolts and tighten firmly to 
the surface.

STEP 4:

Plumb post by placing edge of level against flat vertical surface of the mounting 
plate (see figure 1), opposite end of level against outer piece of Post Socket while 
holding above hub. Lower and lock the teeth together after plumbing adjacent 
post sides. 

STEP 6:

Place screws in opposite sides of socket, one higher and one lower (see figure 2).
STEP 7:

Attach Summit wrap to post socket (see figure 3). Be certain the sides of the 
wrap are in line with surface of the post that the brackets will attach to.

STEP 8:

Slide 4” post over Summit wrap while holding it to the socket. If your 
installation requires bracket reinforcement on the bottom rail as well, install 2nd 
Summit wrap (sold separately) over post base prior to lowering the 4” post to the 
surface.

STEP 9:

When securing brackets to post, first install 
screws in the bracket on the side closest to 
the center of the Summit wrap (not to the 
void side of the wrap).

HELPFUL HINT 1:
If installing Low Voltage 
lighting, drill holes in the 
posts prior to attaching rails 
to railing brackets.

HELPFUL HINT 2:
If using railing brackets other than Summit, layout 
railing section with brackets and measure to be 
certain holes in your brackets will make contact 
with Summit wrap, adjust height if necessary.

HELPFUL HINT 3:

figure 1. 

figure 2. 

figure 3. 

(4) Screws
3/4” Pan Head Square Drive

figure 4. 

42” Rail

36” Rail
Attach the socket’s internal piece (hub) to the pipe at the proper height.  For 42” 
railing height secure hub 3/4” below the top of the pipe. For 36” railing height 
secure top of hub 6 3/4” below top of pipe or 31 1/4” off the surface (deck).  Use 
a #17 or 11/64 drill bit to drill a pilot hole, then use included screw to fasten. see 
figure 1.
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Newel Post Installation Instructions 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The 4” Newel Post is shipped 48” long regardless of how it was ordered (39”or 44.5”). The 
reason for this is that the top and the bottom needs to be cut off and job site details (especially 
on stairs) may dictate having to cut the post a certain way.  
 
Care must be taken to cut the post down so that the square 4 x 4 portion at the top and bottom 
of the post line up with the railing brackets. On standard 36” high railing (horizontal) cut 4 ½” off 
each end for a finished 39” post.  
 
On a tall (42”) railing (horizontal) cut 3 ½” off the top of post for a finished length of 44 ½”.  
 
For a post at the bottom of a stair section, determine the location of the top and bottom stair rail 
brackets before determining where to make the cuts.  
 
Newel Post Installation Using Adjustamount 
 
Since the narrowed decorative part of the Newel Post will not sleeve over the top collar and 
summit wrap, please do the following:  
 
Mount the post mount and inner portion of adjustable collar.  Screw inner portion of adjustable 
collar to adjustamount pipe using self-driller on the lower portion of collar that does not have the 
splines on it.  
Temporarily mount outer portion of adjustable collar and plumb using level in both directions. 
Mark or take note of the orientation of outer part of the collar where it meets with the inner part, 
and then remove the outer part.  
 
Install Newel Post over adjustamount and then re-install collar and wrap by pushing them down 
inside the top of the post. Recheck post for plumb. Wrap may have to be trimmed depending on 
where the Newel Post was cut.  
 
Since it is impossible to lock the outer part of the collar to the inner part as is done on the 
standard installation to prevent the posts from being lifted up, an alternative method must be 
used.  We recommend drilling a pilot hole about ¾” from the base of post exactly in the middle 
(2” from corner of post) and putting a screw through the post and into the aluminum base plate.  
This screw will hold the post from lifting up.  
 
The base trim will cover the head of the screw.  
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